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Many engineering components fail due to plasticity dominated wear; more specifically, the 

degradation of a surface in loaded sliding contact via the accumulation of extremely high 

subsurface plastic strains. Hardfacing alloys with an Fe-based ductile austenitic matrix and 

15-20% of a hard second phase have an increased resistance to plasticity dominated wear and 

are used to extend the lifetimes of critical components, especially within the nuclear industry. 

However, despite containing a high fraction of secondary hard phase, these hardfacings often 

still exhibit both a ductile response and plasticity dominated wear when subjected to sliding 

contact.  

The deformation modes and subsurface microstructural evolution permitting plasticity 

dominated wear in hardfacings is not well understood, and this hinders the development of 

improved Fe-base hadfacings. In this paper, we report the fundamental mechanistic aspects of 

strain accumulation, and the microstructural evolution in a representative, commercially 

available Fe-based hardfacing alloy. Site specific transmission electron microscopy (TEM), 

scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and X-ray diffraction (XRD) were used to characterise 

the tribologically affected subsurface from nanometres below the sliding contact to 

undeformed material of the order of a few hundred micron beneath the sliding surface. 

 

Key insights of the study are as follows: 

• In the regions closest to the sliding contact, the subsurface becomes unstable, and 

nanocrystallisation driven by grain boundary mediated deformation mechanisms and 

crystallographic slip completely engulf the near surface microstructure.  

• The initial modes of plastic deformation, furthest from the sliding interface, are 

dislocation mediated, and include: deformation induced martensitic transformation to 

ε-martensite and αʹ-martensite principally via the γ → ε and γ→ε→αʹ transformation 

pathways, twinning, the generation of planar dislocation arrangements (generated by 

planar slip), and the generation of dislocation tangles. 

• Overall, tribological degradation is principally governed by plasticity dominated 

matrix wear which is reliant on nanocrystallisation and the accumulation of extremely 

high strains within the subsurface.  

• The extrusion of metallic slivers via plastic ratcheting generates ductile shear cracks 

governed by plastic strain, and the failure of these slivers generates plate/flake-like 

wear debris. 

 

The impact of this work is that it provides, for the first time, insights into the deformation 

mechanisms which permit plasticity dominated wear of Fe-based hardfacing alloys. This 
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Abstract

Multiphase Fe-based hardfacing alloys, for example Tristelle 5183 Fe-21%Cr-10%Ni-

7.5%Nb-5%Si-2%C in wt.%, are extensively used for tribological applications, including

valves, bearings and drive mechanisms, where two surfaces are unavoidably subjected

to loaded sliding contact within engineering systems. In this study, transmission elec-

tron microscopy (TEM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and X-ray diffraction

(XRD) were used to characterize, for the first time, the tribologically affected material

induced by the self-mated sliding contact of HIPed Tristelle 5183. This provided novel

insight into the deformation modes which permit the accumulation of the high levels

of subsurface strain required for plasticity dominated (adhesive) wear in a commer-

cial hardfacing. In the subsurface regions furthest from the sliding contact, plastic

deformation is accommodated by deformation induced martensitic transformation to

ε-martensite and α′-martensite, twinning, the generation of planar dislocation arrange-

ments (generated by planar slip) and the generation of dislocation tangles. Closer to

the sliding contact, the subsurface becomes unstable, and nanocrystallisation driven

by grain boundary mediated deformation mechanisms and crystallographic slip com-

pletely engulf the near surface microstructure. It is postulated that nanocrystalisation

within the subsurface is a needed in order to accommodate the extremely high strains

required in order to permit tribological degradation via plasticity dominated wear.

The extrusion of metallic slivers via plastic ratcheting generates ductile shear cracks

governed by plastic strain, and the failure of these slivers generates plate/flake-like
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wear debris.
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1. Introduction1

Understanding the plastic deformation mechanisms which govern microstructural2

evolution in response to the sliding contact between two surfaces is fundamentally3

important when evaluating the tribological degradation mechanisms of an alloy. The4

unique loading conditions generated during sliding contact, and the resulting high5

hydrostatic component of stress, mean that materials are often subjected to extremely6

high strains prior to tribological failure/degradation. This seemingly ductile response7

to sliding contact is also observed in hardfacing alloys containing secondary hard phase8

precipitates embedded in a ductile metal matrix, which would otherwise fail with little9

ductility when subjected to other loading conditions. In the case of many alloys and10

hardfacings, the accumulation of enormous subsurface strains during sliding leads to11

surface failure by a degradation mode more generally termed plasticity dominated or12

adhesive wear. There exist many wear theories which provide elaborate descriptions of13

the mechanisms of material removal during plasticity dominated wear [1–6]. Neverthe-14

less, there is a lack of experimental evidence for these theoretical descriptions; moreover,15

they do not generally elucidate and/or conclusively explain the deformation modes16

and microstructural evolution which permits the accommodation of the large strains17

required for such wear.18

Significant progress has been made using transmission electron microscopy (TEM)19

to examine the subsurface deformation microstructures generated by sliding [7,8]. How-20

ever, given the complexity of deformed microstructures induced by sliding contact, this21
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work has generally been confined to the investigation of single phase alloys, partic-22

ularly those which with a reportedly high stacking fault energy (SFE (' 40 mJ/m2)).23

The deformation structures and subsequent work hardening behaviours of austenitic24

stainless steels are fundamentally dependent upon their stacking fault energy (SFE)25

which is influenced by both temperature and composition [9, 10]. As the SFE decreases,26

the plastic deformation mechanisms for austenitic steels shift from dislocation glide and27

climb (high SFE), to dislocation glide and climb plus mechanical twinning, to dislocation28

glide and climb plus martensitic transformation (low SFE) [9–16]. The present work29

seeks to understand the deformation mechanisms and microstructural evolution which30

permits plasticity dominated wear in the low SFE (/ 18 mJ/m2) multiphase Fe-based31

hardfacings which are more commonly used in industrial applications, including valves,32

bearings, and drive mechanisms. Tristelle 5183 (Fe-21%Cr-10%Ni-7.5%Nb-5%Si-2%C33

in wt.%) is one such hardfacing alloy which has received particular attention in recent34

years [17–26], particularly within the nuclear industry, because it is a corrosion resistant35

Fe-based alternative to the more expensive Co-based Stellite family of hardfacing alloys36

(Co-Cr-Si-W-C type alloys). It is also desirable to replace Stellite with Co-free materials37

in order to avoid problems with 59Co debris being transmuted to the γ-emitting isotope38

60Co (half-life: ∼ 5.3 years) which is a major source of radiation exposure for plant and39

maintenance workers [27, 28].40

The present work looks at Tristelle 5183 manufactured by powder hot isostatic press-41

ing (HIPing) of gas atomised feedstock. Traditional hardfacing techniques, namely42

those reliant on solidification from the liquid or partially liquid state, for example,43

weld overlay or laser cladding [29], inherently suffer from performance compromising44

defects such as pores, cracks, and dilution with the substrate. Given the safety criti-45
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cal nature of many engineering components requiring hardfacing, the production of46

hardfacings by powder HIPing is often the manufacturing route of choice for hard-47

faced components. The advantages of powder HIPing including better chemical and48

microstructural homogeneity and fewer defects compared to more traditional methods49

of hardfacing [30].50

In light of the above, its is clear that there is need for a greater understanding of the51

subsurface deformation modes that permit the activation of plasticity dominated wear52

during the sliding contact of HIPed Fe-based hardfacings. The paucity of information53

significantly inhibits the development of wear theories which mechanistically describe54

the plasticity dominated wear of Fe-based hardfacing from first principles, without55

simply assuming that the subsurface can readily accommodate enormous strains. Such56

a wear theory would be pivotal in the development of new Fe-based hardfacings which57

exhibit a greater resistance to plasticity dominated wear. In this study, water-lubricated,58

self-mated pin-on-disc type wear tests were conducted on HIPed Tristelle 5183, and the59

tribologically affected material was investigated by techniques including X-ray diffrac-60

tion, scanning electron microscopy, and transmission electron microscopy. The aim of61

this work was to elucidate the following key points: (i) the subsurface microstructural62

evolution and deformation modes ; (ii) The relationship between deformation modes63

and strain distribution beneath the sliding contact; and (iii), the sub-surface deformation64

structures which permit surface failure by plasticity dominated wear.65
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2. Materials and Methods66

2.1. Materials67

Tristelle 5183 powder (nominal composition: Fe-21%Cr-10%Ni-7.5%Nb-5%Si-2%C in68

wt.%) was manufactured using nitrogen gas atomisation to give a near-spherical powder69

particle morphology with a particle size typically < 500 µm. The chemical composition70

of this powder is reported in Table 1 and was measured using inductively coupled71

plasma (ICP) spectrometry and Leco combustion analysis for the measurement of carbon72

and nitrogen. The powder was classified into 60− 150 µm sized powder particles and73

HIPed into bar form (30 mm � x 200 mm) using mild steel canisters at 1120 oC ± 10 K74

and 103 MPa ± 5 MPa with a dwell time of 240-270 min and a cooling rate of 3.4-5.575

K/min.76

Table 1: Chemical composition of (60 − 150 µm) Tristelle 5183 powder as
determined by ICP and combustion analysis.

Element %
Fe Cr Ni Nb Si C N Other

wt% Bal. 21.72 10.39 6.90 4.67 2.08 0.05 0.73
at% Bal. 21.07 8.93 3.75 8.40 8.75 0.17 0.63

2.2. Sliding contact water lubricated wear testing77

Pin-on-disc type wear testing was conducted at room temperature (∼ 20 oC) using a78

bespoke tribometer which allowed testing to be conducted within an aqueous environ-79

ment. The full details of the wear tests are given elsewhere [31–33]. The sliding contact80
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test apparatus was immersed in deoxygenated deionised water with the addition of 8.581

mg LiOH per litre which was used in order to simulate the water chemistry of a primary82

circuit of a PWR. This environment has recently attracted particular attention within the83

literature [18, 31–37], and is one within which corrosion resistant Fe-based multiphase84

hardfacings are used. The pin and disc samples were machined via EDM and the85

(contacting) surfaces were surface ground to an Ra of ∼ 0.4 µm. The cylindrical pins86

were machined to a 10 mm diameter and a 50 mm radius spherical end cap was ground87

onto the testing surface, whereas the discs were 30 mm in diameter with parallel ground88

end faces. The disc was secured in a rotating sample holder and the pin was uniaxially89

loaded against the rotating disc, 10 mm from the disc’s axis of rotation, through the90

application of a 4 kg dead load. A constant rotational speed of 200 rpm was applied for91

a 5 h duration resulting in a total mean sliding distance of ∼ 3770 m.92

2.3. Materials characterisation93

Bulk metallurgical and cross-sectional wear samples were initially machined via elec-94

trical discharge machining (EDM) or using a cubic boron nitride cut-off wheel. These95

samples were subsequently ground, diamond polished to a 1 µm finish, and then given96

a final polish using 0.06 µm colloidal silica prior to analysis by X-ray diffraction (XRD)97

and microstructural analysis in a scanning electron microscope (SEM). Backscattered98

electron (BSE) and secondary electron (SE) SEM imaging of the polished samples and99

worn surface samples was performed on a tungsten filament FEI Quanta 600 operating100

at 20 kV. EBSD data from polished samples were acquired using a Jeol 7100F field101

emission gun SEM (FEG-SEM) operating at 15 kV equipped with a Oxford Instruments102

Nordlys Nano EBSD detector. Micro-hardness measurements were performed using a103
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Buehler MMT-7 Digital Micro-Hardness tester employing a Knoop indenter and a 25 gf104

load.105

X-ray difractograms of the alloy and tribologically affected surfaces were recorded106

using a Bragg-Brentano (θ-θ) configured Bruker D8 employing Cu K-α radiation and a107

LYNXEYE XE-T position sensitive (1D) energy discriminating detector. This machine108

is equipped with a variable anti-scatter screen, variable divergent slits, and a variable109

detector window. It was operated with a working voltage and current of 40 kV and 40110

mA respectively. Scans were performed with a step size of 0.02o between 20 and 120o
111

2θ. Rietveld refinements [38] were performed using Topas V6 software (Bruker) and the112

fundamental parameters approach to X-ray line profile fitting was employed [39, 40].113

Electron transparent transmission electron microscope (TEM) lamellae (50 - 120114

nm in thickness) were prepared from regions near the surface of the wear tracks of115

disc samples using an FEI Scios DualBeam. A standard focused ion beam (FIB) liftout116

method was employed [41]. TEM lamellae aligned parallel to the sliding direction and117

perpendicular to the worn surface were taken from the centre of wear tracks. Lamellae118

procured from 60 µm beneath the sliding contact were extracted from polished cross-119

sectioned samples. Prior to FIB lift out platinum was deposited by electron beam onto120

the worn surface to protect against FIB induced surface damage. Conventional bright121

field (BF), dark field (DF) and selected area electron diffraction (SAED) was conducted122

using a JEOL 2100+ operating at 200 kV. Scanning transmission electron microscopy123

(STEM) and EDX were undertaken using a FEG source FEI Talos F200X TEM operating124

at 200 kV.125
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3. Results126

3.1. Characterisation of as-fabricated alloy127

Fig. 1 shows a BSE-SEM micrograph (a), a STEM micrograph (b) and both EBSD de-128

rived phase maps (c) and inverse pole figure (IPF) maps (d) of the representative129

microstructure of the as-fabricated alloy. The Fe-based matrix and secondary hard130

phase precipitates are distinguishable in the BSE-SEM micrographs and can be related131

to the phases identified by EBSD. The bright-contrast precipitates in the BSE micrograph132

(Fig. 1 (a)) are consistent with the Nb-rich MC phase (Fm3m space group) identified by133

EBSD (green particles in Fig. 1 (c)). This phase has a bimodal grain size distribution,134

more specifically: (i) a large fraction of MC precipitates < 2 µm with a spheroidised135

morphology (red circle in Fig. 1 (b)), and (ii), a small number of larger ∼ 5 - 20 µm in136

size (red circle in Fig. 1 (a)). The dark-contrast features ∼ 1-5 µm in size(Fig. 1 (a) and137

(b)) correlate to the Cr-rich M7C3 (∼(0.82Cr0.18Fe)7C3) carbides (basic structure in the138

Pmcn space group) identified by EBSD (blue precipitates in (Fig. 1 (c)).139

The matrix is a γ-Fe solid solution (Fm3m space group) which has a bimodal grain140

size distribution characterised by, (i) recrystallised regions of equiaxed grains typically141

< 10 µm in size, and (ii), larger non-recrystallised matrix grains with large internal mis-142

orientation substructures. The composition of this γ-Fe solid solution was determined143

by SEM-EDX as 60.0±0.2%Fe-16.2±0.1%Cr-11.3±0.1%Ni-11.6±0.1%Si-0.9±0.2% other144

in at.% (mean ± standard error of the mean (n=6)). Smaller fractions of ferrite and a145

π-ferrosilicide phase (isostructural to Fe5Ni3Si2 and Cr3Ni5Si2 (P213)) have also been146
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identified by EBSD (Fig. 1 (c)) and TEM (red arrow in Fig. 1 (b)). Both of these phases147

are typically < 2 µm in size. These two precipitate phases often reside adjacent to one148

another, and the π-ferrosilicide phase is Si- and Cr-rich and Fe-depleted relative to the149

γ-Fe solid solution matrix.150

3.2. Topography of the worn surface and wear behaviour151

Fig. 2 (a) and (b) show low magnification optical micrographs of representative disk152

(Fig. 2 (a)) and pin (Fig. 2 (b)) tribologically affected surfaces after testing. Both of153

these worn surfaces exhibit features characteristic of adhesive (plasticity dominated)154

wear [42]. Generally, the mechanisms of degradation are similar for both the pin and155

disk; thus, only results obtained from disc samples will be reported hereafter. The disk156

wear track (Fig. 2 (a)) measures ∼ 6.9 mm in width. Likewise, the maximum average157

wear track depth was evaluated by profilometry to be ∼ 11 µm.158

The mean specific wear rate of Tristelle 5183 was found to be 34.2 ± 3.9×10−6
159

mm3m−1N−1 (density = 7505 kg/m3). As reported in a previous paper, this is signifi-160

cantly more than Stellite 6 (widely used in PWR environments) which had a specific161

wear rate of 1.17×10−6 mm3m−1N−1 under identical sliding conditions [34].162

Fig. 2 shows plan view SE (Fig. 2 (c)) and BSE (Fig. 2 (d) and (e)) micrographs from163

central regions within a wear track (sliding direction indicated by red arrows). The164

worn surface shows features that are characteristic of plasticity dominated wear with165

highly deformed slivers/platelets of material. Extruded slivers which have incurred166

gross plastic deformation are extensively observed within the wear track and are clearly167

elongated in the sliding direction. In some instances, there is discontinuity between the168

extruded slivers and underlying material in the form of ductile shear cracks. This makes169
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the slivers appear partially delaminated. The bright and dark contrast precipitates170

visible in the BSE micrographs (Fig. 2 (d) and (e)) are the Nb-based MC and Cr-based171

M7C3 carbide phases respectively which were previously been identified in the as-172

received material (Fig. 1).173

3.3. XRD of tribologically affected material174

The X-ray diffractograms shown in Fig. 3 were obtained from polished as-received175

material (black) and from the surface of a wear track (red). The phases observed in the176

diffractograms from the as-received material were also identified by EBSD (Fig. 1). The177

volume fractions of the phases in the as-received alloy were determined by Rietveld178

analysis of XRD patterns as 74-76 % γ-Fe, 13-14 % M7C3, 10-11 % MC, 1-2 % α-Fe solid179

solution and < 1 % π-ferrosilicide in vol.%.180

Even though the X-ray intensity contributing to the diffracted signal decreases181

exponentially with increasing depth into the sample [43], the average X-ray penetration182

depth contributing 99% of the diffracted intensity was on average ∼ 4 µm over the183

range of 2θ values (30-60 o) used in the XRD measurements of the tribologically affected184

surface [43]. These diffractograms have an additional contribution form reflections185

consistent with bct α′-Fe which overlap with the peaks for bcc α-Fe (e.g., at ∼ 44.8 o).186

This is therefore observed as a relative increase in the α-Fe reflections compared to those187

observed in the as-received material. The α′-Fe is observed due to the deformation188

induced martensitic (DIM) transformation of the γ-Fe matrix which is expected to189

have a low SFE (. 20 mJ/m2). With reference to the peak shapes of all the phases, the190

pattern from the wear track is significantly different to that of the as-received material;191

moreover, these changes in peak shape are a result of crystallographic faulting and192
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crystallite size and strain broadening effects induced by sliding contact.193

The γ-Fe reflections are particularly sensitive to modification following tribological194

testing, and profound differences concerning the peak broadening, maximum peak195

intensities, peak shift, and peak asymmetry of the γ-Fe reflections are observed between196

the polished and worn surfaces. Firstly, tribological testing clearly causes a broadening197

of the γ-Fe reflections, and this broadening is particularly noticeable in the {200}198

reflection. Secondly, there is a notable difference in the peak height ratios of the {111} :199

{200} γ-Fe reflections in the diffractogram following wear testing compared to the200

polished sample. Finally, there is a significant shift of the {200} reflection towards lower201

2θ values following testing relative to the polished sample. These phenomena are all202

believed to be due to a number of factors including, crystallographic flaws (stacking203

faults), crystallite size and microstrain broadening and a possible contribution from204

a sliding induced preferred orientation of the {111} parallel to the sliding direction205

(tribologically affected surface).206

3.4. Sub-surface microstructural classification207

The tribologically affected material (TAM) beneath a worn surface is often described208

as a continuum of deformation which results from a sliding induced strain gradient209

where the highest strains are generated at the contacting interface [42]. Nevertheless,210

for the purpose of detailing the results, it is convenient to sub-divide the results of the211

TAM into three layers, termed L1 (layer 1) remote from the surface, L2 (layer 2) and212

L3 (layer 3), as schematically illustrated in Fig. 4. Fig. 4 (a) shows a Knoop hardness213

profile from a perpendicular cross section of a wear track. This shows the extent of214

hardening as a function of depth beneath the contacting surface, and is also illustrative215
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of the variation in strain and/or plastic deformation with respect the depth beneath the216

contacting surface. The immediate subsurface region (within the top 50 µm) shows a217

Knoop hardness that is at 100 to 150 HK greater that the bulk alloy. This indicates that218

there must be a significant variation in microstructure with depth and the following219

sections will elucidate the details of these changes.220

3.5. Nanocrystallisation and microstructural features of deformation -221

Layers 2 and 3222

Cross-sectional BSE-SEM micrographs taken from within the wear track parallel to the223

sliding direction are shown in Fig. 5, and (b) shows the the microstructural detail of224

the region marked in (a). The matrix microstructure below the surface has undergone225

considerable microstructural refinement due to severe plastic deformation and reveals a226

clear deformation gradient. The matrix deformation microstructure contains elongated227

structures of varying contrast which become aligned parallel to the sliding direction in228

the regions near the contacting surface and clearly defined matrix grain boundaries are229

no longer easily distinguishable Fig. 5. This matrix has clearly incurred a highly localised230

deformation and the microstructure appears analogous those typically observed during231

shear banding [8].232

Fig. 5 (a) and (c) depict features representative of layer 3 and show extruded sliv-233

ers/layers of grossly deformed material at the contacting interface which are principally234

composed of heavily mixed matrix (grey contrast) and whole or fractured MC (bright235

white contrast) and M7C3 (dark contrast) carbides. There is some evidence that MC236

particles tend to undergo fracture whereas M7C3 tends to exhibit wear-induced flat237
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spots (red arrow in (a)). The generation of extruded features at the contacting surface is238

consistent with plasticity dominated wear and the surface regions identified by plan239

view SEM (Fig. 2). Fig. 5 (c) shows a region of discontinuity in the form of a ductile240

shear crack between two extruded slivers which are approximately 1 µm in thickness241

(red arrow in (c)). This ductile shear crack is seemingly formed by extrusion and makes242

the uppermost sliver appear partially delaminated.243

Fig. 6 (a) and (b) show cross-sectional BSE images of plate/sliver like wear debris244

retrieved following tribological testing. This debris is consistent with the extruded245

slivers observed at the contacting surface in Fig. 2 and Fig. 5 (a and c) and suggests246

that debris generation principally arises from the detachment of the extruded slivers.247

Likewise, the microstructure within the debris is principally composed of elongated248

structures/crystallites of varying contrast which are generally aligned parallel to the249

direction shear (along the length of the debris). In some regions within the debris, fine250

networks of cracks are observed which are different to the larger ductile shear cracks251

observed in Fig. 5 (f). They are possibly fatigue cracks which may be associated with252

the final detachment of the extruded slivers.253

The HAADF-STEM micrographs Fig. 7 (a and b) have been taken parallel to the254

sliding direction and show the tribologically affected material up to ∼ 5 µm below the255

contacting surface. The accompanying EDX maps (Fig. 7 (c-h)) show the same region256

as Fig. 7 (a). Fig. 7 (a and b) depict a mechanically refined nanocrystalline matrix with257

embedded bright and dark contrast precipitates which are Cr-rich M7C3 (Fig. 7 (d)) and258

Nb-rich MC (Fig. 7 (e)) carbides respectively. Fig. 7 (a) and (c-h) can be separated in to259

two distinctly different regions, namely: (i) layer 3 extending to a depth of . 3 µm from260

the surface composed of overlapping extruded slivers/striations which contain whole261
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and fractured carbides (Fig. 7 (d and e)); and (ii), a highly deformed region of material262

at a depth & 3 µm from the surface representative of layer 2. The extruded slivers,263

representative of the features observed within layer 3, are highly coherent with one264

another and are best revealed in the EDX maps. However, the uppermost two slivers265

are clearly identifiable by small ductile shear cracks which form between their interfaces266

(red arrows in Fig. 7 (b)). Relative to the M7C3 carbide (Fig. 7 (d)), the MC carbide267

(Fig. 7 (e)) appears more susceptible to fragmentation during sliding. A large fraction268

of the fragmented carbides are isolated and surrounded by matrix material. This is269

presumably due to the high degree of mechanical mixing that occurs during sliding.270

The highly deformed matrix material is nanocrystalline and contains high aspect ratio271

crystallites (generally aligned parallel to the shear direction) which increasingly become272

more equiaxed closer to the contacting surface. This nanocrystaline microstructure273

would lead to the high Knoop hardness measured in this region of the TAM. In addition274

to carbides, the EDX maps also reveal deformed π-ferrosilicide precipitates (rich in Cr275

and Si and depleted in Ni and Fe relative to the matrix) which were observed in the276

as-received alloy Fig. 1.277

Fig. 8 (a-e) show BF-TEM micrographs depicting the fine detail of the tribologically278

induced nanocrystalline deformation microstructure at the contacting surface (a and279

b) and ∼ 2 µm (c and d) and ∼ 6 µm (e) below the contacting surface. Fig. 8 (a and280

b) reveal a nanocrystaline microstructure of largely equiaxed grains which, based on281

the almost continuous nature of the diffraction rings in the corresponding SAPD insert282

(from the dashed red circled region), generally exhibit largely random orientations283

and high angle boundaries. However, the presence of some higher intensity elongated284

diffractions spots is also indicative of smaller regions and/or clusters of crystallites285
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with small misorientations. In accord with XRD Fig. 3, this SADP confirms that the near286

surface matrix is principally austenite with a very small component of α/α′. Fig. 8 (b)287

shows some intra-grain contrast variation due to dense dislocation structures, planar288

deformation structures and Moire fringes. The crystallite boundaries are generally289

ill-defined and can appear wavy and diffused which is typical of severely deformed290

structures nanostructures due to, (i) the presence of non-equilibrium boundaries and291

excess extrinsic dislocations, (ii) internal substructures, and (iii), overlapping crystallites.292

These micrographs show no evidence of plastically extruded slithers at the contact-293

ing surface, therefore these microsgraphs are interpreted as coming form layer 2/3.294

However this is to be expected given the stochastic nature of wear.295

At 2 µm below the contacting surface (Fig. 8(c and d)), the nanocrystaline microstruc-296

ture is less developed, and shows larger, higher aspect ratio (elongated) nanograins297

relative to those observed in Fig. 8 (a and b). Fig. 8 (c) shows two carbide precipitates298

(indicated by white arrows) and their interaction with the matrix. More specifically,299

the elongated nanocrystalites are typically aligned or inclined towards the direction300

of matrix displacement (often the sliding/applied shear direction) which appears to301

be manipulated by the presence of carbides - giving the appearance that the plastic302

deformation of the matrix circumvents the carbide precipitates. Generally, the deforma-303

tion structures/features are similar to those observed in Fig. 8 (a and b), however the304

principal difference is that there appears to be a greater fraction of coherent boundaries305

and resolvable lath/planar like deformation structures.306

At a depth of 6 µm beneath the contacting surface (Fig. 8(e) layer 2), the nanocrys-307

talline deformation microstructure can be described as an evolving/gradient microstruc-308

ture - the bounds of which can be defined by two clearly different deformation features,309
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namely; (i) relatively large elongated high aspect ratio crystallites which often ex-310

hibit sharp high angle boundaries along their length (orange circle); and (ii), smaller311

more equiaxed nanocrystals with ill-defined diffuse boundaries (green circle). The312

co-existence of these deformation features shows that the latter almost certainly evolved313

into the former during deformation induced nanocrystalisation. The intra-crystallite314

contrast variation is interpreted as coming from dense dislocation arrangements(often315

planar in nature) and lath/planar deformation features (stacking faults and secondary316

twinning). Whilst these deformation structures often appear concurrently, there are a317

number of crystallites and/or regions within crystallites that appear to poses compara-318

bly low internal defect densities.319

The elongated nanocrystals (orange circle), which are typically aligned or inclined320

towards the shear direction, are larger and exhibit the highest aspect ratio of all the321

BF-TEM microsgraphs presented in Fig. 8. Moreover, numerous elongated crystallites322

exhibit a large internal contrast variation which indicates that the misorientation and323

defect density along their length is high. Lower aspect ratio crystallites are, in some324

cases, seen to evolve from elongated crystallites because they can be assembled into the325

morphology of their parent elongated crystallite. The smaller more equiaxed nanocrys-326

tals (green circle) are analogous to those observed in Fig. 8)(a-d), and their ill-defined327

boundaries, which are wavy and diffuse in character, are indicative of high-energy328

non-equilibrium boundaries and a excess of extrinsic dislocations.329

Fig. 8 (f) is a polycrystalline SADP from the dashed red circle in Fig. 8 (e), and shows330

near continuous rings along with high intensity elongated diffraction spots for γ-Fe,331

as well a small fraction of of α/α′-Fe which is seen as broken rings. This confirms the332

previous microstructural observations, more specifically: the continuous nature of the333
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γ-Fe rings shows that the crystallites are largely randomly orientated with high angle334

boundaries; and the elongated γ-Fe diffraction spots indicate the presence of clusters335

of crystallites and/or localised regions with small misorientations. To summarise, the336

key microstructural observations from Fig. 8 are: (i) the nanocrystalline microstructre337

becomes increasingly more equiaxed closer to the contacting surface; (ii) the density of338

deformation induced planar defects is reduced and the coherent boundaries observed339

deeper below the surface are often transformed into high-angle boundaries; and (ii), the340

fraction of non-equilibrium boundaries increases closer to the contacting surface.341

Fig. 9 (a-b) confirms the presence of a sliding induced texture in the TAM when342

analysing a large number of crystallites over a large area directly adjacent to the contact-343

ing surface. Fig. 9 (a) shows a BF-TEM micrograph of the nanocrystalline deformation344

structure (layer 2/3) and (b) shows a SADP from the red circled area in (a) which indexes345

to γ-Fe along with a small fraction of α/α′-Fe. The texture revealed by arching along346

the {111} and {220} diffraction rings; however, there exists a considerable spread and347

many orientations which do not conform to this texture. As such, this texture is best348

described as a diffuse S1 (copper) type {111} < 110 > shear texture aligned closely349

with the sliding (shear) direction. No evidence of the {100} < 110 > or {110} < 112 >350

could be found, however texture analysis is difficult due to the undulating nature of the351

tribologically affected surface. Similarly, the brass {112} < 110 > shear texture was not352

observed, although the {224} diffraction ring is weak and this low SFE shear texture353

could not conclusively be ruled out.354

Fig. 9 (c) shows a BF-TEM micrograph of the nanocrystalline deformation structure355

∼ 5 µm beneath the contacting surface (layer 3). The SADP insert in (d) corresponds356

to the red circled region in (c) and indexes to both γ-Fe and α/α′-Fe. (d) is a DF-TEM357
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micrograph from the same region in (c), taken using the α/α′-Fe diffraction ring (insert358

in (d)), and depicts a small number of deformed α/α′ crystallites. This shows that under359

these specific sliding condition, the SIM transformation to α′-martensite, which has360

been illustrated in Fig. 12, must be terminated earlier during deformation evolution in361

favour of other deformation modes, for example, twinning, dislocation slip and grain362

boundary mediated deformation. Likewise, this SADP is in agreement with XRD (Fig. 3)363

and there is no evidence of ε-martensite in this near surface region.364

3.6. Microstructural features of Layer 1365

Fig. 10 shows BF-STEM micrographs (all taken with the same sample tilt) revealing366

the microstructural detail of the TAM at a distance of 60 µm beneath the contacting367

surface. Here the deformation microstructure is composed of lath-like structures, dark368

contrast needle structures forming at lath intersections, planar dislocation arrangements,369

stacking faults, dislocation lines and dislocation tangles. The intersections of planar370

deformation structures form a 70.5 o angle with one another which is the angle between371

two {111} crystallographic planes (Fig. 10). Clearly, the secondary hard carbide phases372

(particles of different contrast to the deformed matrix) play a role in the accumulation373

and generation of defect structures as high densities of defects are generally observed374

surrounding them. At this location, lath and planar-type features appear dominant. The375

sliding direction is marked by the red arrows and a high density of planar defects is376

often observed parallel to this direction.377

Fig. 10 (c) shows the development of a very small dark contrast lath-like feature,378

indicated by a arrow, which appears to grow in the plane of an existing planar defect379

structure. This dark contrast lath has seemingly grown by the coalescence of individual380
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segments of dark contrast within a region of high defect density. Additionally, these381

embryos appear to form at defect intersections which are finely spaced adjacent to one382

another. This observed growth mechanism may also explain the more developed dark383

contrast lath like structures observed in Fig. 10 which seemingly propagate from regions384

of high defect density namely lath intersections.385

Fig. 11(a), from the same region as Fig. 10, shows a BF-TEM micrograph of a region386

rich in ε-martensite laths aligned parallel to the direction of sliding. Fig. 11 (b) and (c)387

show the same SADP taken from the circled region in Fig. 11 (a), and can be indexed to388

γ-austenite and ε-martensite. This SADP exhibits streaking which is consistent with389

stacking faults on the γ-Fe {111} planes. The ε-martensite diffraction spots reside as390

elongated regions of high intensity within these diffraction streaks, and this confirms391

that the ε-martensite is heavily flawed. Fig. 11 (d) is a DF-TEM micrograph taken with392

the ε-martensite diffraction spot marked with the blue circle in Fig. 11 (b). This confirms393

that a large fraction of the lath like structures are ε-martensite. Fig. 11 (c) shows that394

the ε-martensite laths exhibit the Shorji-Nishiyama orientation relationship defined by395

{111}γ ‖ {0001}ε, 〈101̄〉γ ‖ 〈112̄0〉ε with the parent γ-Fe phase.396

Fig. 12 (a) is a BF-TEM micrograph of several intersecting laths of ε-martensite397

and two dark contrast needle-like structures of α′-martensite which form at the ε-398

martensite lath intersections. A large fraction of the ε-martensite is aligned parallel399

to the sliding direction which is indicated by the red arrow. Fig. 12 (b) and (c) show400

the same SADP taken from the circled region in Fig. 12 (a), and can be indexed to401

γ-austenite, ε-martensite (heavily flawed) and α′-martensite, whilst streaking consistent402

with stacking faults on the γ-Fe {111} planes is also observed. The DF-TEM images,403

Fig. 12 (d) and (e), have been taken with the ε-martensite diffraction spots denoted404
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(d) (orange circle) and (e) (blue circle) in Fig. 12 (b) respectively and confirm that the405

intersecting laths are ε-martensite. The DF-TEM micrograph, Fig. 12 (f), has been taken406

with the isolated α′-martensite diffraction spot marked as (f) (green circle) in Fig. 12407

(b), and shows that the needle like deformation structures which form at ε-martensite408

intersections are α′-martensite. Fig. 12 (c) shows that the α′-martensite phase exhibits409

the Nishiyama-Wasserman orientation relationship {111}γ ‖ {110}α′, 〈112〉γ ‖ 〈110〉α′410

with the γ phase.411

To summaries, prior to nancrystallisation the deformation microstructure exhibits412

characteristics of low SFE materials and exhibits lath like structures, martensitic trans-413

formation and dislocation structures which are often planar in nature (layer 1). With414

increasing strain, closer to the contacting surface, the deformation microstructure be-415

comes nanocrystaline and shifts from high aspect ratio crystalites to smaller more416

equiaxed crystallites with ill-defined non-equilibrium boundaries (layer 2). Enormous417

strains are readily accommodated within this nanocrystalline layer, and this permits418

the formation of extruded slithers/striations of material at the contacting surface which419

subsequently allows the formation of ductile shear cracks (layer 3).420
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4. Discussion421

During uniaxial tensile testing, the tensile strain to failure for HIPed Tristelle 5183 is422

reportedly < 2% [18]. However, from inspection of the contacting surface (Fig. 2), it423

is clear that the subsurface shear strains generated during sliding are much greater424

than this tensile failure strain. The accommodation of such large plastic strains within425

the TAM can be explained by the plastic ratcheting phenomenon [1, 44] in which large426

unidirectional plastic strains are incrementally accumulated during cyclic loading. The427

ratcheting phenomenon occurs when the so-called ‘plastic shakedown limit’ or the428

‘ratcheting threshold’ is exceeded [1, 44]; this can otherwise be described as the point429

when the intensity of loading surpasses the yield criterion of the material even in the430

presence of protective residual stresses and strain hardening. This seemingly ductile431

response from Tristelle 5183 during sliding induced plastic ratcheting is a consequence432

of the high hydrostatic component of stress imposed by the sliding contact [2, 44, 45].433

4.1. Layer 1 - Primary deformation modes434

layer 1 (Figs. 10 to 12) (specifically at a distance of 60 µm from the contacting surface)435

exhibits many deformation structures including, ε-martensite laths, α′-martensite, twins,436

planar defect intersections and planar dislocation arrangements (generated by planar437

slip) as well as stacking faults, dislocation lines and dislocation tangles. However, it438

would appear that the SFE of the γ-phase is sufficiently low that planar defects, for439

example martensite laths and planar dislocation arrangements, are the most frequently440
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observed deformation features within this region of layer 1 (Figs. 10 to 12). All deformed441

grains exhibit two or more activated slip systems, multiple variants of planar defect442

structures and extensive interactions between the volumetric planar defects (Fig. 10). In443

accord with the above, similar deformation structures have also been observed during444

the ambient temperature deformation of stainless-steel alloys with compositions that445

are analogous to the matrix composition of Tristelle 5183 [46–54].446

The deformation structures within the γ-Fe phase are principally associated with447

the {111} planes, and their the intersection subdivides the matrix into sub-micron and448

nanoscale rhombic, trigonal and quadrilateral blocks (Fig. 10). In light of the above,449

it is postulated that the matrix microstructural refinement in layer 1 at a distance 60450

µm from the contacting surface (Figs. 10 to 12) principally involves: (i) the formation451

of volumetric planar defects/deformation bands namely ε-martensite laths, twins and452

planar dislocation arrangements; and (ii), the intersection of multidirectional planar453

defects leading to grain subdivision and α′-martensitic transformation. The shear454

direction (or direction of sliding) is parallel with one of the directions about which the455

planar volumetric defect boundaries form (Figs. 10 to 12). This suggests that one of the456

fcc slip systems was possibly rotated towards, and subsequently activated along the457

direction of shear. The highest density of volumetric defects is generally observed in458

this direction which often generates elongated blocks aligned with the direction of shear459

(Figs. 10 to 12).460

Secondary hard precipitates play a significant role in the generation and accumula-461

tion of defects within the matrix (Fig. 10), and defect rich deformation zones are induced462

around the precipitates. The mismatch in the mechanical properties between the matrix463

and secondary hard phase precipitates [35, 55–59] means that complex multiaxial stress464
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states are generated in the matrix and a stress gradient originating from the interphase465

interface during sliding is produced. This will assist with the activation of both faulting466

on all available {111} planes and slip systems and promote further work hardening.467

It is also suggested that some dislocation cross slip may be activated in these highly468

deformed regions which permits the increased formation of dislocation tangles and pos-469

sibly even incipient dislocation walls (Fig. 10 (c)). Within this deformation zone, the rate470

of dislocation and defect accumulation increases which promotes rapid microstructural471

refinement [60, 61] (Fig. 10).472

Figs. 11 and 12 have shown that the γ (fcc)→ ε (hcp) (Fig. 11) and γ (fcc)→ ε (hcp)473

→ α′ (bct) (Fig. 12) deformation induced martensite (DIM) transformation pathways474

dominate the formation of the ε (hcp) and α′ (bct) phases during testing at 20 oC (60475

µm below the contacting surface). However, martensite phases may also nucleate and476

form via different pathways at sites of crystallographic variability/discontinuity where477

the interaction energy favours martensitic transformation; for example, overlapping478

stacking faults, planar defect intersections (twin/transformation intersections), isolated479

planar defects, grain boundary - planar defect intersections and dislocation interactions480

et cetera [13, 15, 50, 62–68]. The nature and occurrence of the deformation induced481

martensitic transformations in austenitic stainless steel is also susceptible to both the482

type of loading and strain rate [48, 69, 70]. In light of the above, the dominant DIM483

transformation mechanisms shown in Figs. 10 to 12 are most probably a result of484

the specific matrix composition, the loading conditions imposed (60 µm below the485

contacting surface), and the temperatures induced during sliding.486

The presence of elongated ε-martensite diffraction spots within the streaking due to487

staking faults on the γ-Fe {111} slip planes (Figs. 11 and 12) shows that the ε-martensite488
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laths formed via the bundling of stacking faults; more specifically, the preferential489

formation of stacking faults adjacent to existing stacking faults typically on every second490

{111} slip plane. This bundling of stacking faults generates plate-like volumetric defects491

with the crystallography of heavily flawed hcp ε-martensite which exhibit the Shorji-492

Nishiyama orientation relationship with the parent γ-phase. This is in line with several493

other studies [13, 65, 66] which suggest that the γ → ε transformation occurs via an494

irregular overlapping process. More specifically, stacking faults form irregularly at first495

on the {111}γ slip planes after which further stacking faults are preferentially induced496

on nearby {111}γ planes as this is more energetically favourable with regards to the497

minimisation of the bulk free energy and the total energy of the stacking faults.498

α′-martensite has been shown principally nucleate at the intersection between two499

ε-martensite laths and in this instance exhibits the Nishiyama-Wasserman orientation500

relationship with the γ-phase (Fig. 12 (c)). The irregular contrast variation observed501

at these intersections (Fig. 12 (d)) demonstrates that the α′-martensite exhibits spatial502

inhomogeneities and can be regarded as irregular α′-martensite embryos [71]. This503

is possibly the result of an irregular compliance of the necessary fault-displacements504

required for α′-martensite transformation within the lath intersection. Fig. 10 shows505

that the dark contrast features (presumably α′-martensite), which initially form at ε-506

martensite lath intersections, seemingly propagate out along the length of the lath in the507

form of separate closely stacked segments of α′-martensite embryos. It is therefore pos-508

tulated that the growth of the α′-martensite phase occurs via the coalescence of closely509

spaced embryos of α′-martensite at defect intersections along an ε-martensite lath.510

This nucleation and irregular grown mechanism is entirely consistent with previous511

observations on the growth of α′-martensite in austenitic stainless steel [48, 69, 71].512
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4.2. Layer 1 - change of deformation mechanisms with depth513

The deformation mechanisms observed ∼ 60 µm beneath the contacting surface are514

expected to change/evolve as the depth beneath the contacting surface decrease. During515

the cyclic loading imposed during sliding, it is hypothesised that at a given distance516

below the contacting surface a critical threshold peak stress is reached which corre-517

sponds to a critical cross slip activity promoted by a specific long range internal stress518

state [72–74]. In terms of deformation evolution as the sample surface is approached,519

it is suggested that an increased fraction of planar defects generates the specific long520

range internal stress state required for cross slip [72–74]. The specific long range in-521

ternal stress state generated through the rapid accumulation of dislocations reduces522

the width of stacking faults and permits the cross slip of dislocations whilst reducing523

the interaction of partial dislocations that is otherwise required for transformation and524

twinning [75]. This shift in deformation mechanisms will also be influenced by the525

thermal gradients and possible adiabatic heating effects generated during sliding. This526

critical state of cross slip activity increases slip irreversibility and subsequently favours527

progressive deformation during sliding. The above hypothesis is analogous to the528

microstructural evolution observed during the plastic ratcheting of austenitic stainless529

steels with compositions which are comparable to the matrix composition of Tristelle530

5183 [72, 73, 76–80]. Microstructurally, it is suggested that the critical activation of cross531

slip permits the formation of heterogeneous dislocation structures whereby the disloca-532

tion configuration evolves from low density dislocation configurations (Fig. 10) such533

as dislocation lines, planar dislocation arrangements and very light dislocation tangles534

to higher density dislocation arrangements such as heavy dislocation tangles, walls,535
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veins and subsequently dislocation cells (dislocation trapping by polarised dislocation536

patterns) as the sample surface is approached. The increased activation of cross slip and537

the increased fraction of heterogeneous dislocation structures provides an explanation538

for the microstructures observed at ∼ 25 µm below the contacting surface which is539

arguably more cellular in nature (Fig. 5(b)). This evolution in dislocation structures540

results in a further increase of work hardening as the sample surface is approached541

(Fig. 4).542

To summarise, it is suggested that various modes of plastic deformation operate543

synergistically within layer 1 and the microstructure evolves as the sample surface is544

approached such that the fine networks of volumetric planar defects, intersecting planar545

defects, dislocation interactions, heterogeneous dislocation structures and dislocation546

cells comprehensively restrain the microstructure from further plastic deformation via547

the dislocation mediated modes of deformation. This microstructural evolution permits548

the incremental accommodation of large strains during the cyclic loading imposed549

by sliding. However, the generation, accumulation and interaction of these defect550

structures is known to be a precursor to shear localisation [8, 81–83].551

4.3. Evaluating the tribologically affected material via XRD552

XRD from the tribologically affected surface (Fig. 3) shows that only a small fraction553

of the γ-Fe matrix undergoes the deformation induced martensitic transformation to554

α′-martensite. Nevertheless, this transformation appears to be saturated (under these555

specific sliding conditions), and no evidence of the intermediary ε-martensite phase556

is observed within the uppermost regions of the TAM contributing to the diffracted557

signal in XRD. However, the ε-martensite phase is observed via TEM 60 µm beneath558
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the contacting surface (Figs. 10 to 12) and, at this depth, the γ (fcc) → ε (hcp) →559

α′ (bct) transformation pathway has been identified as the principle mode through560

which α′-martensite is generated during sliding. The ε-martensite observed 60 µm561

beneath the contacting surface must therefore further evolve and transform as the562

contacting surface is approached in order to remain consistent with the absence of563

ε-martensite in XRD (Fig. 3). It is possible that as the surface is approached, further564

transformation to ε-martensite is suppressed and α′-martensite may be generated via565

alternative pathways which may consume the remaining ε-martensite. Regardless,566

under these sliding conditions the total fraction of α′-martensite is seemingly restricted567

even though the TAM contributing to the diffracted signal in XRD (∼ 8 µm beneath the568

contacting surface) has been exposed to extensively high strains (Figs. 2, 4, 5, 7 and 8) at569

testing temperatures below the Md temperature of Tristelle 5183. Other deformation570

modes are seemingly more energetically favourable as the sample surface is approached571

and DIM is seemingly terminated and saturated in a premature state under these specific572

sliding conditions.573

4.4. Layer 2 - nanocrystallisation and strain localisation574

TEM of the near surface has shown a deformation microsctructure which evolves from575

ultrafine/nanoscale high aspect ratio (elongated) crystallites generally aligned parallel576

to the direction of shear with high angle boundaries, to a more equiaxed nanocrys-577

talline microstructure of grains which typically exhibit largely random orientations578

and high angle boundaries (Figs. 7 to 9). It is therefore suggested that as the surface is579

approached, the purely dislocation mediated modes of deformation observed in layer 1580

become inhibited/restricted, the subsurface becomes unstable, and a nanocrystalline581
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microstructure is generated within layer 2 as a result in a shift in the principal modes of582

deformation. These nanocryataline microstructures are analogous to those observed583

during shear localisation and are consistent with the accommodation of large strains584

principally by grain boundary mediated deformation mechanisms (e.g. grain boundary585

sliding/migration, grain rotation and grain boundary diffusion) and crystallographic586

slip [8, 81–83]. The ability to sustain high levels of deformation within layer 2 is clearly587

a result of the specific loading conditions of simple shear (torsion) and compression588

where a high hydrostatic component of stress is generated. Furthermore, the deforma-589

tion mechanisms and microstructural evolution within layer 2 may be influenced by590

adiabatic heating during the localisation phenomena and the flash temperatures and591

thermal gradients induced by sliding.592

It is suggested that high accumulations of defects, for example transformation/twin593

networks and dislocation structures including heterogeneous dislocation cells, provide594

the pre-requisite for a sudden release of deformation energy that is the driving force for595

observed nanocrystalline microstructure. This hypothesis is analogous to the microstruc-596

tural evolution reported during shear localisation [81–83]. As such, it is postulated that597

tribolocially induced nanocrystallisation occurs when dislocation mediated modes of598

deformation can no longer readily accommodate the strains imposed upon the material.599

Deformation mechanisms (for example transformation and twinning) are restricted and600

grain boundary mediated deformation mechanisms and crystallographic slip during601

nanocrystallisation become the principal modes of plastic deformation. Prior to and/or602

during the initial stages of nanocrystallisation, elongated microstructural features are603

generated in the direction of shear probably by: (i) heterogeneous dislocation structures604

(specifically dislocation cells) which become elongated due to plastic deformation, or605
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(ii), lath like microstructures generated via primary/secondary deformation twinning.606

With specific reference to dislocation cells, the lateral dislocation walls which are aligned607

parallel with the direction of shear are thinned due to dislocation annihilation and new608

boundaries may be formed [83].609

TEM observations have shown that that dislocation activity must still play a role in610

nanocrystallisation. It is further hypothesised that the evolution and refinement of the611

nanocrystalline microstructure observed in layer 2 (Figs. 7 and 8) is, in part, influenced612

by an avalanche of dislocations which assists with the near surface localised flow of ma-613

terial. This is based on the observation that layer 2 contains elongated crystallites which614

exhibit large internal misorientations generally along their length (Fig. 8). These large615

misorientations are most probably the product of domains of high and low defect (dislo-616

cation) density resulting in large contrast variations within a given elongated crystallite617

(Fig. 8). During sliding, dislocation accumulations, such as dislocation tangles or pile618

ups may form along the length (often at the ends) of elongated crystallites. Dislocations619

continue to accumulate within these elongated crystallites and separate domains that620

are composed of high and low dislocation/defect densities are formed. These domains621

of dense dislocations become thicker and thicker until the elongated microstructural622

features collapse, breakdown or split and new boundaries are formed [8, 83]. This623

process, which is often termed the avalanche of dislocations, is dominated by (inter-624

nal) crystallographic slip and observed throughout the entirety of the nanocrystalline625

deformation layer (Figs. 7 and 8). This confirms that crystallographic slip and the626

avalanche of dislocations is an important deformation mode which assists with strain627

accommodation within layer 2 of the TAM. This breakdown of elongated crystallites628

appears to heavily influence the microstructural evolution/refinement within layer 2.629
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It is postulated that strain accommodation within the nancrystalline region is also630

heavily influenced by grain boundary mediated deformation mechanisms which differ631

from the purely dislocation mediated deformation modes observed in layer 1 (and other632

course grained materials). Once a nanocrystaline structure is generated in layer 2 (Figs. 7633

and 8), large strains are believed to be principally accommodated by grain boundary634

mediated deformation modes including grain boundary sliding and rotation. This635

hypothesis is proposed based on two observations: (i) the width of elongated crystallites636

is subject to very slow/little microstructural refinement during shear deformation637

(as the contacting surface is approached); and (ii), the most notable microstructural638

variation/evolution occurs via the breakdown of elongated crystallites which is reliant639

on internal dislocation slip (Figs. 7 and 8). If the large strains accommodated within640

layer 2 are completely accounted for by internal dislocation slip, one would expect both641

a potent breakdown and narrowing in the width of the elongated crystallites within642

layer 2. However, this is not the case and indicates that grain boundary mediated643

deformation mechanisms are important in the accommodation of the enormous strains644

observed within layer 2.645

Within the nanocrystalline layer, globular nanoscale regions are seemingly generated646

which possess both a roughly uniform crystalline orientation and defect density, and647

thus appear to have similar contrast in Fig. 8. The dimensions of these regions are648

seemingly larger than the parent microstructural features (elongated crystallites), and649

appear to be composed of multiple different crystallites. This observation further650

strengthens the theory that grain boundary mediated deformation mechanisms (namely651

grain boundary slip and rotation) are an essential mode of strain accommodation within652

the nanocrystalline layer. This hypothesis is consistent with both the microstructures653
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and deformation mechanisms previously reported during severe plastic deformation654

involving nanocrystalline principally austenitic microstructures [46, 61, 81–83]. Grain655

boundary mediated deformation within shear banded microstructures has also been656

reported [81], and it is believed to play a significant role in the accommodation of shear657

through both the rotation of individual crystallites and clusters of crystallites.658

Notable strains may still be accommodated via crystallographic slip within layer 2659

because the small dislocation path length associated with the ultrafine/ nanocrystalline660

microstructure means that dislocations can be readily and easily incorporated within the661

high angle crystallite boundaries (Fig. 8). Additionally, the probability of dislocation in-662

teraction events within a given crystallite is reasonably low due to the small dislocation663

path length. Therefore, the development of the internal dislocation accumulations (and664

low angle boundaries) that are required for microstructural evolution and refinement665

requires large strains [8] (Figs. 7 and 8). It is also suggested that dynamic recovery in the666

initial stages of nanocrystallisation may aid with the formation of low-angle boundaries.667

It is postulated that a large fraction of dislocations are simply consumed within the668

crystallite boundaries which means that the rate of microstructural evolution and strain669

hardening is low relative to the strains which are accommodated via crystallographic670

slip within layer 2 (Figs. 7 and 8). However, this mode of deformation may be important671

as grain boundary sliding, grain rotations, and dislocation slip deformation modes have672

been reported to strongly influence one another [84–86].673

Other mechanisms may also be important in the evolution of the microstructure674

generated within layer 2, particularly during the early stages of nanocrystallisation. By675

way of example, given that γ-Fe (fcc) has 24 available twin systems operative on the676

{111} planes, a deformation induced rotation inside or outside the nanocrystalline layer677
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may easily permit the activation of twin systems which become orientated towards the678

direction of shear. In this instance, twins will rapidly multiply and a state of saturation679

with be reached which generates a microstructure of fine laths [83]. This microstructure680

will subsequently further evolve in line with the other mechanisms outlined above.681

More generally, deformation induced rotations may permit the activation of deformation682

twin and slip systems (also on the {111} plane) which will readily generate elongated683

microstructures aligned with the direction of shear. Sliding induced rotations which684

permit the preferred alignment of the {111} planes parallel to the sliding direction may685

be a factor that contributes to the preferred alignment of the {111} planes parallel to686

the siding direction observed in the XRD patterns (Fig. 3). This preferred alignment is687

one factor which causes an increase in the relative peak height of the {111}γ reflection688

following testing compared to as received Tristelle 5183.689

The microstructures within layer 2 (Figs. 7 and 8) retain a lineage with the original690

deformation microstructure prior to nanocrystallisation, whereby the breakdown of691

high aspect ratio (elongated) microstructural features provides compelling evidence692

that they directly evolved from elongated lath or cellular type microstructures. There-693

fore, dynamic recovery followed by continuous dynamic recrystallisation resulting in694

microstructural refinement are believed to be the principal mechanisms controlling the695

microstructural development within the nanocrystalline regions beneath the contacting696

surface [81, 83, 87, 88]. This microstructural evolution mechanism is supported by the697

diffuse texture within the nanocrystalline region which conforms to the S1 type where698

the strongest component at the near surface is {111}[110], typically tilted up to 10 o from699

the sliding direction (Fig. 8). Dynamic recrystallisation is not believed to be operative700

as there appears to be no nucleation/growth period and the nanocrystalline regions701
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are not composed of defect-free equiaxed grains typically observed in dynamically702

recrystalised materials (Figs. 7 and 8) [87]. Likewise, within the nanocrystalline region, a703

large fraction of boundaries appear ill-defined which is a significant deviation from nu-704

cleation/growth type of recrystallised grains. No recrystallisation texture was observed705

(Fig. 8) which further supports the idea that the microstructure evolves via continuous706

dynamic recrystallization as opposed to classical dynamic recrystallization. The high707

degree of random orientation does however support the argument that recrystallization708

has taken place in the form of continuous dynamic recrystallization. It is also noted709

that as the sample surface is approached, the nanocrystalline microstructure becomes710

increasingly more equiaxed (Figs. 7 and 8).711

TEM (Figs. 7 and 8) shows that carbides have a profound effect on the nanocrystalli-712

sation phenomena, whereby hard carbide phases clearly act as impenetrable barriers to713

localisation (shear banding) and disrupt the localised deformation pattern of elongated714

matrix crystallites in the immediate vicinity of the carbides. The mismatch in the me-715

chanical properties between the carbide and matrix phases means complex multiaxial716

stresses are induced in the matrix during sliding; this distorts the localised direction717

of plastic flow (the direction of shear) which would otherwise be aligned parallel to718

the sliding direction. This explains the wavy appearance of the matrix crystallite defor-719

mation pattern within layer 2 (Figs. 7 and 8) which directly relates to the presence of720

carbides. Considering the above, it is hypothesised that the presence of carbides will721

increase the critical strains for nanocrystallisation and to some minor extent homogenise722

and distribute shear (Figs. 7 and 8).723
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4.5. Layer 3 - the tribological interaction layer724

Layer 3 (Fig. 4) is highly variable and encompasses many tribological phenomena725

including (but not limited to) the plastic ratcheting of extruded slivers, fracture, mechan-726

ical mixing, tribochemical reactions and oxidation. However, layer 3 can more generally727

be defined as layer directly adjacent to the interface within which material removal728

(debris generation) and both physical and chemical interactions with the environment729

and counterface occur. The details of the interacting tribological phenomena which are730

observed at the contacting surfaces during sliding contact testing will be discussed in731

the following section.732

Following testing, highly deformed striations/slivers of mechanically mixed ma-733

terial, which are principally metallic in nature, have been identified at the contacting734

surface (Figs. 2, 5 and 7). These tribological layers are characteristic of plasticity domi-735

nated wear [42, 89–94] which is almost certainly the principal mechanism governing the736

degradation of Tristelle 5183. A number of theories have been proposed in the literature737

which attempt to identify the mechanisms of degradation leading to the generation738

of plate/flake-like debris during plasticity dominated wear [1–6]. Nevertheless, two739

notable mechanisms of plasticity dominated wear have been identified in the literature740

which provide some insight into the generation of the thin plate type wear features and741

debris observed in the present study. Firstly, the extrusion of thin slivers via plastic742

ratcheting which subsequently break off [1,2,44]. Fracture does not play an intrinsic role743

in this wear mechanism and fracture is only relevant to the detachment of the extruded744

slivers. Secondly, crack nucleation and propagation via the fracture of a thin surface745

layer resulting in detachment (often termed ‘delamination’ wear) [6, 95]. The latter of746
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these two mechanisms can be related to surface failure via low cycle fatigue [96, 97].747

However, both of these wear mechanisms can be linked to the plastic ratcheting phe-748

nomenon. Therefore degradation can be more generally described as ‘wear by plastic749

ratchetting’ [44] as, irrespective of the failure mode, large subsurface strains have been750

accommodated via plastic ratcheting which provides the necessary criterion/condition751

for near surface failure. In light of the this, two competing failure modes have been iden-752

tified [44, 98], specially: (i) material detachment when the accumulated strain reaches a753

critical value (this is analogous to the strain to failure observed in monotonic tests and754

is termed ratchetting failure), and (ii), failure by low cycle fatigue.755

In the present study, plastic ratcheting and extrusion leading to fracture seems to756

be the most dominant mode of plasticity dominated wear. The accumulation of strain757

via ratcheting generates a tribological layer within which the deformation structures758

are inherently more heterogeneous relative to the rest of the TAM and often composed759

of numerous discernible layers (Figs. 5 and 7). The thickness of this tribological layer760

is highly variable and typically of the order of 0 - 10 µm (Figs. 5 and 7). It is clear that761

a large fraction of the so-called subsurface cracks are in fact generated via extrusion;762

this is made evident by the observation of extruded plate-like features, gross plastic763

deformation, and the presence of cracking in heavily plastically deformed material764

(Figs. 2, 5, 7 and 8). It is postulated that these so-called subsurface cracks (Figs. 2, 5765

and 7) grow each loading cycle and can be regarded as ductile shear cracks which are766

governed by plastic strain [2] and not by elastic stress intensity conventionally used767

in linear elastic fracture mechanics [99, 100]. Based on these observations, it seems768

probable that ratcheting failure is the dominant mode of failure resulting in material769

detachment.770
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Whilst the plastic ratcheting phenomenon provides one with a dominant mechanism771

of material detachment, some additional consideration needs to be made concerning772

material transfer, mechanical mixing, and ‘third body’ effects within the tribological773

environment. Mechanical mixing permitted by the plastic ratcheting phenomenon774

also appears to be prevalent throughout the tribological layer and the evidence for775

this has been provided by three notable observations. Firstly, isolated fragments of776

both NbC and M7C3 exist in the tribological layer (Figs. 5 and 7) which can only have777

formed via fragmentation followed by mechanical mixing with the matrix. Secondly, the778

matrix composition in the tribological layer is inhomogeneous and deviates from that779

of the bulk following testing (Fig. 7). In this self-mated sliding situation, the chemical780

modification of the tribological layer is most probably a result of chemical interaction781

(possibly oxidation) and mechanical mixing within the wearing environment [90].782

Finally, the extensive strains accommodated within the tribological layer can only have783

been achieved in conjunction with mechanical mixing where the principal deformation784

modes are grain boundary mediated as well as a contribution from crystallographic785

slip.786

The transfer phenomenon is inherently difficult to investigate and confirm within787

self-mated sliding systems [90]. However, it seems unlikely that a detached plate-like788

feature is instantaneously ejected from between the contact without further interaction789

with the contacting surfaces. Therefore, it is hypothesised that an element of material790

may be transferred, reattached to either of the contacting surfaces, and further deformed791

prior to debris ejection from within the wear track. During steady state wear, it is sug-792

gested that the following transfer phenomena may occur: (i) the repeated transfer of793

previously transferred material, (ii) the integration and transfer of previously unde-794
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tached material, or (iii), the formation of new transfer elements. During steady state795

sliding, the repeated adhesion, deformation, and transfer of material at the interface may796

lead to the generation of a plate-like wear particle [42, 89]. This plate-like wear particle797

(third body) is either ejected from the contacting surfaces (Fig. 6) or re-integrated within798

the contacting surface. Regardless, based on the observations made in the present work,799

it seems probable that the generation of a tribological layer is necessary for material800

detachment during steady state wear.801

The in-depth analysis of the deformation evolution within the TAM has shown802

that nanocrystalisation driven by concurrent operation of grain boundary mediated803

deformation mechanisms and crystallographic slip is fundamentally important in the804

accommodation of extensive strain during plastic ratchetting. Additionally, the load-805

ing conditions imposed during sliding (simple shear and compression) generate a806

high hydrostatic component of stress which permits the somewhat ductile response807

of an alloy that would otherwise be considered brittle. It is therefore postulated that808

nanocrystalisation principally driven by grain boundary mediated deformation and809

crystallographic slip within the TAM is intrinsically linked to the plasticity-dominated810

wear phenomenon which is crucial to the degradation of the sliding contact investigated811

in the present study. In other words, regardless of the mode of surface failure discussed812

above, nanocrystalisation is considered to be essential for plasticity-dominated wear to813

be operative. The TAM succumbs to nanocrystalisation and extensive grain boundary814

mediated deformation and crystallographic slip at depths up to approximately several815

tens of micron beneath the contacting surface. Therefore, under the present sliding816

conditions, Tristelle 5183 is incapable of suppressing the detachment of microscale817

debris via plasticity dominated wear.818
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The presence of tribological layers greatly influences the contact state of the fric-819

tional surfaces and acts to partially suppress the extent of subsurface deformation by820

accommodating large shear strains [42]. Under the contacting conditions employed in821

this work, the presence of a stable metallic tribological layer seemingly suppresses the822

onset of deep penetrating gross plastic deformation and transfer. Unfortunately, the823

tribological layer is clearly readily removed and subsequently replenished by either824

the underlying zones or the counterface once a steady state sliding wear regime is825

established.826
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5. Conclusions827

1. The tribologically affected material (TAM) can be described as a continuum of828

deformation which results from a strain gradient where the highest strains are829

generated at the sliding interface.830

2. The initial mechanisms of plastic deformation within the TAM (furthest from831

the sliding contact) are dislocation mediated and include: deformation induced832

martensitic transformation to ε-martensite and α′-martensite principally via the833

γ → ε and γ → ε → α′ transformation pathways, twinning, the generation of834

planar dislocation arrangements (generated by planar slip) and the generation of835

dislocation tangles.836

3. Within the higher strained regions of the TAM (closer to the contacting surface),837

the initial (dislocation mediated) modes of plastic deformation become inhib-838

ited, the subsurface becomes unstable, and localised shear phenomena driven by839

grain boundary mediated deformation mechanisms and crystallographic slip com-840

pletely engulf the near surface microstructure. A nanocrystalline microstructure841

is generated in the near surface and enormous stains are accommodated by the842

concurrent operation of these nanocrystalline deformation modes.843

4. Microstructural evolution/refinement during strain localisation is notably influ-844

enced by dynamic recovery and continuous dynamic recrystallisation. High levels845

of strain prior to failure are permitted due to the specific loading conditions of846
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simple shear (torsion) and compression where a high hydrostatic component of847

stress is generated.848

5. Tribological degradation is principally governed by plasticity dominated wear849

which is reliant on nanocrystallisation and the associated accumulation of ex-850

tremely high strains within the subsurface. The extrusion of metallic slivers via851

plastic ratcheting generates ductile shear cracks governed by plastic strain, and852

the failure of these slivers generates plate/flake-like wear debris.853
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6. Figures

Figure 1: BSE-SEM micrograph (a), STEM micrograph (b) and both EBSD-
derived phase (c) and IPF (d) maps of HIPed Tristelle 5183.
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Figure 2: Stereoscope optical micrographs of disk (a) and pin (b) tribologically
affected surfaces following water lubricated sliding contact tests. SE (c) and
BSE (d and e) SEM micrographs showing the tribologically affected surface
of a disk sample after water lubricated sliding contact tests. (e) is a higher
magnification image of the region marked with the white square in (d). The
sliding direction is indicated by the red arrows.
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Figure 3: XRD patterns of HIPed Tristelle 5183 in the polished as-received
condition (black) and from within the central region of a wear track (red).
Patterns normalised to the {111} reflection of maximum intensity.
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Figure 4: (a) Microhardness (10 g load) profile taken from a perpendicular cross
sections of a wear track following water lubricated sliding contact. The errors
have been reported as the standard error of the mean. The three overlapping
layers, designated L1 (grey shading), L2 (orange shading) and L3 (red shading),
represent the different layers within the TAM used to describe the continuum
of plastic deformation within the subsurface. Likewise, (b) shows a BSE mi-
crograph showing the tribologically affected regions corresponding to layer 2
(orange shading) and layer 3 (red shading).
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Figure 5: (a) shows a cross-sectional BSE-SEM micrograph of Tristelle 5183
taken from within the wear track (parallel to the sliding direction) after water
lubricated sliding contact testing. The M7C3 (dark contract) and MC (bright
contrast) precipitates are distributed in a heavily deformed Fe-rich matrix. (b)
shows a higher magnification image of the region marked with the white rect-
angle in (a). (c) is a BSE-SEM micrograph depicting extruded slivers/platelets
of metallic material at the contacting interface. The sliding direction is horizon-
tal to the figure in all cases.
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Figure 6: Cross-sectional BSE-SEM channelling contrast micrographs of Tristelle
5183 plate-like wear debris retrieved after water lubricated sliding contact
testing. (b) is a higher magnification image of the region marked with the white
square in (a).
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Figure 7: (a) and (b) show representative HAADF-STEM micrographs taken
parallel to the sliding direction showing the deformation structures directly
beneath the contacting surface. (c), (d), (e), (f), (g) and (h) show EDX maps of
the same region depicted in (a) and correspond to the maps for Fe, Cr, Nb, Si,
Ni and Pt respectively. The sliding direction is horizontal to the figure in all
cases.
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Figure 8: (a-e) show BF-TEM micrographs depicting the tribologically induced
nanocrystalline deformation microstructure at the contacting surface (a and b)
as well as ∼ 2 µm (c and d) and ∼ 6 µm (e) below the contacting surface. The
sliding direction is indicated by the red arrows in (a), (c) and (e). The higher
magnification BF-TEM micrographs (b) and (d) correspond to the red boxed
regions in (a) and (c) respectively. The SADP’s (f) and the insert in (a) are from
the areas marked with the dashed red circles in (e) and (a) respectively, and
index to γ-Fe as the principal phase along with a small fraction of α/α′-Fe. The
orange circle in (e) shows high aspect ratio crystallites, and the green circle
in (e) shows crystallites with a reduced aspect ratio and ill-defined diffuse
boundaries.
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Figure 9: (a)and(b) are BF-TEM micrographs depicting the microstructural
detail of the tribologically induced nanostructure at the contacting surface and
from ∼ 5 µm beneath the contacting surface. The sliding direction is indicated
by the red arrows. The SADP’s (b) and the insert in (d) are from the areas circled
in red in (a) and (c) respectively. These confirm that γ-Fe as the principal phase
along with a small fraction of α/α′-Fe. (d) is a DF-TEM micrograph of the same
region show in (c), taken using the α/α′-Fe diffraction ring (insert in (d)).
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Figure 10: Representative BF-STEM micrographs depicting the tribologically
induced deformation structures in a FIB lamellae taken from 60 µm beneath the
contacting surface (parallel to the sliding direction) following sliding contact
testing. (c) shows the microstructural detail of the region marked with the
white box in (b). The sliding direction is indicated by the red arrows. The
particles of differing contrast to the deformed matrix are the secondary hard
phase precipitates
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Figure 11: TEM analysis illustrating the γ→ ε deformation induced martensitic
transformation in Tristelle 5183. (a) shows a representative BF-TEM micrograph
taken from 60 µm beneath the contacting surface (parallel to the sliding direc-
tion). (b and c) show the same select area diffraction pattern taken from the
region marked with the white circle in (a). (c) shows that this SADP indexes to
both fcc γ-Fe (red) and hcp ε-Fe (blue). (d) shows a DF-TEM micrograph of the
same region depicted in (a), taken with the ε-Fe diffraction spot marked with
the blue circle in (b).
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Figure 12: TEM analysis illustrating the γ → ε → α′ deformation induced
martensitic transformation in Tristelle 5183. (a) shows a representative BF-TEM
micrograph taken from 60 µm beneath the contacting surface (parallel to the
sliding direction). (b and c) show the same select area diffraction pattern taken
from the region marked with the white circle in (a). (c) shows that this SADP
indexes to fcc γ-Fe (red), bct α′-Fe (green) and hcp ε-Fe (blue and orange). (d),
(e) and (f) show DF-TEM micrographs of the same region depicted in (a). (d)
was taken with the ε-Fe diffraction spot marked with the orange circle in (b).
(e) was taken with ε-Fe diffraction spot marked with the blue circle in (b). (f)
was taken with α′-Fe diffraction spot marked with the green circle in (b). The
sliding direction is indicated the by red arrow.
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